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Spirit… life between us and energy within us… come and inspire the life you have given… 
that it may dance with your promises… and find the way into life once more…

After this week… I’ve come to appreciate Scottish Parliamentary elections… for no one is meant to 
win outright… because ideally we have to work together… which is perhaps one of the best 

models of parliamentary systems you can get… There are no Monster Raving Loonies to vote 
for… well none that are quite so obvious as some other elections that we are pre-empting… 

Everyone is really quite calm and… deep down… accepting of each other… and while not always 
well mannered… are fairly normal… with policies we may not agree with… but none that will tilt the 

entire world into some kind of anger-fuelled oblivion… 

Not everyone has the privilege of our system… It feels in other places… those who want balance… 
or wish to celebrate diversity… or find ways of building trust… are cut down by those who let the 

more powerful emotions of fear motivate… or anger… who see and use to their advantage… 
enemies everywhere in the shape of faith… colour… culture… government… 

It often feels… the good is pruned away… rather than the other way around… 

And then this passage of John… Bear fruit… and those who don’t… are pruned and thrown in the 

fire… Do you hear the threat?… Given threat is used so much in the world… especially round 
elections and referendums… we just learn to hear it everywhere…

But there is enough judgement and threat… Sometimes you have to say… enough… Can you not 

read something and hear instead the promise… not the threat… 

I am the vine… bear fruit… abide in me… 

John has Jesus speak these words… on the night before he is crucified… This is John’s upper 
room moment… Jesus has gathered his disciples… and he has a realistic idea of what is going to 

happen to him in the next 24 hours… He also has a realistic idea what will happen to his 
followers… They will be hurt… and broken… and cut down themselves… This whole new 

movement is going to be pruned… pruned but not lost… They will survive… and even flourish… 
they will not be abandoned… This is a promise… 
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But it is bigger than that… for there is another context… as there always is in the bible… 

John is writing this for his own community of fledgling followers to hear… There they are in the 

world of 90AD… A traumatic place… especially for this new Christian faith… and when John’s 
community reads these words of Jesus in this gospel… they are worshipping in scattered and 

secret communities… hidden from the authorities… drawing secret signs in the dust of a curve… 
hoping the person they talk to draws another curve… completing the image of a fish… This 

community of John’s have been thrown out of their synagogues… chased down by the Jewish and 
Roman authorities… and they will have surely felt abandoned… 

And when they hear John’s story of the upper room… of disciples in the same situation as them… 

they will hear the promise… when you feel abandoned… pruned back to the thinnest margins… 
know this… Jesus abides in you… Abide in him… You are not abandoned… And even through this 

experience of pruning… I promise you… your fruit will be greater… 

This passage can too easily be read as judgement… In truth it is one of promise… even as there 
was little evidence of it for those early followers… John is offering them this promise that says… I 

will not abandon you… I abide in you… keep abiding in me… 

And is that promise not ours today… for it is not a great distance from how we feel at times in the 
church… in the world… and in our living… We feel pruned right back… fear makes us feel 

abandoned… and fear more… and leads us to take fewer risks in faith and community… church 
and world… because we are taught to fear what an open-minded… broad-minded… generous and 

honest faith… will lead to…   

But amid this… we have John’s gospel… where we are invited to hear a promise… ‘I will not 
abandon you’… This is a faith thing we are asked to do… to believe even when the evidence 

doesn’t seem to be against us… ‘I will cling to you… like a vine to a tree… Abide in me… I will 
bring you life… In fact… I am the only one who can… and that life will flourish’… 

Jesus didn’t say… Abide in me or else… Jesus said… Abide in me as I do in you… which is a 

promise… that says… no matter what happens… I am with you… 

But yet it is broader still… for this is a passage not written for the individual… but for community… 
The gospel is not for individuals… There is no personal saviour here… Jesus is talking to a 

community of disciples… as John offers this story to his own community… 
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Jesus wants his disciples to keep together… This vine image of abiding… is an image that speaks 

of dependence… because life… physical and spiritual… is nothing without belonging… nothing 
without relationship… and it is in relationship we bear fruit… 

As soon as we think we can produce anything from our own efforts only… from our own 

independence… what kind of fruit will that be?… 

Bearing fruit has everything to do with who we are in relationship… The whole vine image is about 
dependence on each other… The manifestations of our faith… the fruit we bear… through our 

work… our belief… are deeply rooted… and formed by… the communities of our lives… the kind of 
relationships we are in… Unjust relationships… fear-filled relationships… relationships that do us 

in… destroy the life… freedom… creativity… such as we see being built in other places in the 
world at the moment… produce unjust… and sour fruit… 

If our relationship is one that seeks justice and life… that believes in loving EVERY neighbour… as 

Christian Aid invites us this coming week… then the fruit we bear… will be life-giving… 
transformative… generous… And for the first time at this stage in preparing for Christian Aid 

Week… we have volunteers to do every door in our district… what a fabulous example of the kind 
of relationships we build… and the kind of fruit we want to bear… Thank you… 

So in a world that is more fear-filled… than generous… God’s community here… dares bear fruit 

that comes from living in right relationship with the world… with EVERY neighbour… offering the 
fullness of life… and as we feel we are pruned more and more by negativity… our fruit will yet be 

all the riper… by abiding in each other… with love and forgiveness… 

In a time of uncertainty… this passage is not judgement… but promise… for in the faithful lives we 
live… in right relationship with each other… love will not abandon us… 

May we continue to be grafted to each other… to love… so that the fruit we come to bear… reveals 

who we are… and on whom we depend… 
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